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State Politics
Billy Walker explores the
many aspects of the Thuxmond-Morrah State Senatorial
race in his column on Page 2.

Condolences
Trailing the Tiger offers its
condolences to the three ineligible schools. See page 3.
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Miller, Morris, Whitney Contend
For Freshman Class Presidency
A full slate of candidates await the voters Tuesday
as the rats go to the polls. Presidential candidates
are Alex Miller, Fred Morris, and Robert Whitney.

Job Shopping
Dr. Robert L. Brown, Industrial Psychologist, was one of the representatives from
37 fields who talked with interested students at SAM Career Night activities Tuesday.
Approximately 150 students took advantage of the opportunity to job hunt presented
as an annual project of the Society for the Advancement of Management. (Photo by
Allen Hodges)

Cheating, Miss Clemson
Discussed In Senate
The naming of Clemson
dormitories, investigation into
cheating policies, the conflict
over the Loggia Barber Shop,
and the Miss Clemson Contest
highlighted discussion at Monday's student senate meeting.
Other important business discussed included free intra-campus phones, a walking campus,
and the usual Book Store and
cafeteria controversies.
Dr. Wright Bryan told senators, TIGER and WSBF staffers at a banquet that action had
already been taken concerning
the naming of local dormitories, and that plans will be
announced in approximately a
week.
The Committee of Academic
Affairs, under the leadership of
Don Shelley, concluded that
there is not much need in defining cheating unless plans are
made to initiate a cheating code
at Clemson. This decision came
about as a result of a discussion
with various faculty members,
including Mrs. Arrington of the
English Department.
Junior senator John Dickerson suggested that each professor be instructed to make
clear at the beginning of each
academic year exactly what
constitutes cheating in his or her
class. Dickerson stated that
what one professor might call
cheating would not be considered a cheating offense by another professor.
The Loggia Barber Shop
lease will expire in May, 1967,
and opinions as to the future of
the shop vary. Mr. Henry Hill
wants it replaced by offices,
while Dean Cox and the barber
shop manager want to renew
the lease. No action has yet
been taken in either direction.
Frank Copeland's Student
Organizations
and Affairs
Committee has drawn up a new
bill concerning the Miss Clemson Contest. The bill calls for
a panel of judges decided on
by the committee to interview
all prospective entries into the
Miss C. U. Contest. After choosing the ten finalists, basing
judgement on poise, personality, and attractiveness, the selected girls will have standard
pictures made. These photo-

Applications
Contest application blanks
for the office of Miss Clemson
University may be picked up
in the Office of Student Affairs
beginning September 19.
The rules of the contest will
be furnished along with each
entry blank. Entry blanks
should be returned to Frank
Copeland in 13-303 by September 28.

graphs will be posted and the
voting will procede as last year.
The Student Organizations
and Affairs Committee, and the
student senate as a whole, feel
that a much more careful selection can be made from a
field of ten screened girls than
from a large group of 27, as
was the case in 1965.
Sophomore senator Gordon
Edgin announced that his General Affairs Committee has
looked into the possibility of
having a free intra-campus
phone system installed at Clemson. The committee's decision
was that the system would be
too expensive for the individual
student, as a similar system at
USC costs the student $15 per
semester.
The topic of a walking campus came up once again in the
Traffic and Grounds Committee. Bob Ward, chairman, explained to the senate briefly the
overall walking campus plan.
It is to include the entire campus as the core of a circular
beltline boulevard, in which no
driving or parking would be
permitted except along the
edges on the circular street.
Mr. Willimon reported that
the constantly rising price of
the parallel Five Shakespeare
Plays was not due to the Book
Store's upping of the price. He
explained that a $1.50 remov-

About 300 rats, the largest
group ever, attended nominations Monday night. Nominations lasted three and a half
hours.
Nominees for vice-president
are Gary Clary, Jon Giles, Pope
Johnson, and Robert Melville.
Candidates for secretary are
John Gilden, George Graab,
Rowena Sobczyk, and Dara
Williamson.
Ralph Hendrix, Pat Mansfield, John Settle, and Mike
Sweeney seek the office oftreasurer.
PRESIDENT
Alex Miller, a C. E. major
from Bennettsville, is a member
of the Young Republicans and
the
Counter-Guerrillas. He
stated he wants "to provide the
freshman class with an effective
voice in all matters concerning
it and the general student
body."
Fred Morris, an E. E. major
from Avondale Estates, Ga., is
running for president and
hopes "to promote the rat system and have organized cheers
in the dining hall." He added,
"Clemson offers the chance for
people to do something for their
school; I hop-'; to be given that
chance."
Robert Whitney, an economics major from Clemson, is a
member of the Young Republicans, the YMCA, the Canterbury Club, and The TIGER
junior staff. He gave as a reason for running, "I want to
work with my class to make it
the best one Clemson has ever
seen."
A fourth candidate was selected, but withdrew Wednesday.

able stamp was placed over the
$.95 marker on the paperback's cover at the publishing
company, and Book Store officials had nothing to do with
it. The book was purchased for
$1.35 during 1966 summer sessions.
Gordon Edgin's Committee
of General Affairs is planning
a meeting with Dean Cox to do
something about the mess behind the canteen. Edgin's committee also met with Dean Cox
and Henry Hill on September
12 in a discussion on the possibility of a non-mandatory
meal ticket and other improvements needed in the cafeteria.
The Young Republicans have
It was pointed out that a decided to sponsor a Special
shortage of labor is a reason Forces (Green Beret) unit in
for the lack of 100 percent op- South Vietnam.
eration of cafeteria lines on
The TIGER conducted a poll
weekends.
last November to determine
Sophomore senator Bill A. student attitudes towards the
Johnson talked to the Alumni then "conflict" that was underAssociation about sending a way. Students voted overcurricula evaluation sheet to whelmingly in favor of the war,
all C. U. graduates in '64 and but since then, according to
'65. The Clemson Alumni As- Wendell Shealy, President of
sociation supported Johnson, the Young Republicans, "I
and a bill concerning this was don't know of any other organpassed unanimously.
ization that has taken positive
A much-needed suggestion of steps to support the soldiers in
installing a sturdy railing on Vietnam."
the hill between Hardin Hall
According to Shealy, the
and the chemistry building was
Young Republicans plan to
brought out. Immediate action send their adopted unit "articles
will probably be taken on this hard or impossible to get. "Such
matter.
articles would include hammers, saws, up-to-date literature, and novelty foodstuffs like
Koolaid, popcorn, candy, and
homemade cookies,
"if a
sorority or a girls' dorm decided to help out," he said.
Shealy said the Young Republicans plan to be a coordinating group. They will have
information on what is needed
dren at play, especially in the and will know where to send it.
pre-fab area.
"Say one fraternity would want
On the evening of September to send four hammers. We'd
2, a wild dog wandered into the send the package, but they'd
vicinity of "G" Street, behind the get full credit for the contrifootball practice field, and be- bution. The name of the fratergan to howl. Pre-fab residents nity and a list of all the memwere awakened by the noise, bers would be sent with the
and one of these called the cam- package," he said. He added
pus police and went back to that contributions from indisleep.
viduals would also be appreAn on-duty officer arrived at ciated.
the scene and was greeted by
Since the unit under considseveral men. They tried to chase eration consists of only fourthe dog away with rocks but teen men, Shealy said there
were unsuccessful. As a last re- might be a surplus. "If we get
sort, the policeman fired a shot anything extra, we'll find aninto the air. The dog howled other unit to send it to, "he said.
and then ran away.
"Also, if any organization
Area residents, upon hearing wants to sponsor a separate
the shot, assumed that the dog unit, we'll be glad to help them
had been killed and began to find one."
spread rumors of his death.
President" Edwards said he
One eyewitness, Michael Kel- approved of the idea. "Anyley, commented," I helped chase thing we can do to help our
the dog away when the officer men overseas is appropriate,"
arrived. I did not see any dog he said. Dean Cox was also dekilled." James C. Linder, an- lighted with the plan, and Dean
other resident, also stated "Idid Coakley said, "It's an excellent
not see any dog killed."
project, if it'll work. I do fore-

VICE-PRESIDENT
Gary Clary of Gaffney, a
history major, wants "to become an active member of the
freshman class and an active
part of student government."
Jon Giles, a C. E. major
from Greer, is a member of
the YMCA and the Wesley
Foundation. He plans, if elected, "to strive to give the students a voice in what goes on
at Clemson." "I also plan to
encourage school spirit and
help Clemson in every way I
can," he added.
Pope Johnson of Newberry,
an English major, hopes "to
unite the freshman class, because if we can united, we will
be powerful enough to have a
say-so in any major changes
at Clemson." He added that he
has "a great interest in student
government."
R. J. Melville, an I. M. major from Statesville, N. C, commented "Win or lose, I will always be 100 percent behind
Clemson in all of its functions,
and I will support the Class
of 1970 with all my power. If
I am elected I will strive for
the betterment of Clemson and
will be a spokesman for all
freshmen."
SECRETARY
Johnny Gilden is an E. E.
major from Greenwood. If elected, he plans "to do (his) best
to uphold the responsibilities of
Secretary of the Freshman
Class." He added, "I also plan
to do my best to keep the rat
system at Clemson."
George Graab, an E. E. major from Columbia, wants "to
serve students by transferring
(Continued on page 4)

Y.R.'s To Sponsor
Green Beret Unit
see a logistical problem, however. "
The young Republicans plan
a meeting Monday, September
19, at 7:30 p.m. in the Chemistry Auditorium, to present the
plan to the Student Body. A
Special Forces member from
the JFK Center For Special
Welfare will speak at the meeting. First Lieutenant C. Q. Williams is expected, said Shealy.

Freshman Presidential Candidates
Pictured above are freshman presidential hopefuls Alex Miller (left) and Robert
Whitney. A third candidate, Fred Morris, was not present when the picture was
made. (Photo by Angus McDuffie)

Building Names Released Soon
The buildings and streets on
campus should be named by the
end of November, Dr. Wright
Bryan told members of The
TIGER, WSBF and the President's Cabinet at President R.
C. Edwards' annual banquet
Monday night.
Dr. Bryan, Vice-president for
Development, said, "The committee has met 10 times in the
past year and a report will go
to the Board of Trustees at its
next meeting in late November."
It is expected that the board
will approve the results of the
three year study.
Dr. Bryan's statement came
during the hour-long question
and answer period following
the dinner. The banquet is a
long-standing custom of the
president to further communication on the campus.
Answering a question concerning the authority of expulsion, Dean Walter T. Cox
said, "The student senate acts
as an advisory to the administration and only the president
has the authority to separate
a student from school. There
are, however, certain rules
which, if broken, demand automatic expulsion."
President
Edwards, commenting on the same question,
pointed out that during his period as president "there has not
been one High Court case where
the administration has not upheld the High Court decision,"
adding that summer school

On Saturday night, September 24, from 8:00 p.m. until
midnight, the swinging, singing
Marvelettes bring their nationally famous hits to Tigertown.
Backing up the Marvelettes will
be the Rivieras.
Major Lance became known
nationally ever since "Monkey
Time" was recorded. More favorites include "The Matador,"
"Rhythm,"
"Urn, Urn, Um,
Um, Um, Um," and many others. A previous past performance in Tigertown by the
"Major" was labeled as one of
the best CDA dances.
The Marvelettes skyrocketed
to success with "Please Mister
Postman," and other songs followed by the swinging trio including "You're My Remedy,"
"Playboy," "Twisting Postman," "Too Many Fish in the
Sea," and others.

Major Lance

them." Dismissing the subject,
Dr. Edwards stated, "We will
apologize to none for the vote.
The vote, I might also add, will
not be changed."
The subject matter was quickly changed with questions concerning the power of the administration. Vice-President Cox
took the floor.
The dream of a new field
house was discussed and another step toward reality is
near. Bids on the structure are
to go out sometime this week,
and according to plans, ground
should be broken within 30
days.
Although commending the
members of the three groups
for previous work done in news
coverage, Dr. Edwards also
noted that Clemson was still
somewhat lacking in the field
of communications. Dr. Edwards went on to cite future
plans in this field. "We are in
the process of establishing a
communications center and between now and the end of this
year we hope to have facilities
built which will equip Clemson
well enough to produce live or
videotaped programs on this
campus. This facility, using
equipment donated by ETV,
(Continued on page 3)

Queen Will Be Chosen
At First CDA Dance
CDA Staff Writer
Rat Hop tickets are now on
sale in the University Dining
Hall.
Headlining Friday night's
entertainment, September 23
from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
will be the dynamic Major
Lance and his band, along with
the Ambassadors.

Campus Police Say That
No Dog Has Been Shot
"We are not running a gestapo down here, but merely trying to do our job, which is to
protect all of the campus residents," said the campus police
chief this week.
University Security Chief
Jack Weeden has reported that
rumors of the shooting of a dog
in the pre-fab area are untrue.
Weeden, in a TIGER interview Wednesday, said that the
dog was a member of a pack of
wild dogs.
The TIGER story last week
stemmed from the report of
an over-anxious pre-fab resident who said that the night
policemen had maliciously and
premeditatedly murdered a
small, privately-owned terrier.
After the appearance of the
TIGER story, Weeden ordered
a careful investigation.
The wild dogs, which have
roamed the campus area for
several years, turning over garbage cans, annoying dairy cattle, keeping people awake, and
imposing a threat to small chil-

urging "a closer relationship
between administration and
students in order to create an
understanding for common
goals." He also stated that "every decision and act of the administration is based on making the student a better person."
Cox was high in his praise
for this year's student government saying, "I believe that our
student government came into
its own last year, and the leadership potential is better this
year."
When asked about the recent
ACC championship vote, in
which Clemson cast a decisive
no vote, President Edwards
made it clear that "personalities
were not involved." He pointed
out that the schools involved
(N. C, S. C. and Duke) were
"aware of the conference's constitution and bylaws at the time
of scheduling."
Edwards also stated that a
two-thirds vote could have
amended the constitution at the
conference's May meeting, but
"even though the problem was
discussed, no proposal for an
amendment was made."
Referring to non-conference
games as "money games," Dr.
Edwards mentioned that Clemson "would like to have more of

Both dances will be held in the
University Dining Hall. Admission to each dance is $4.50 per
couple and block tickets are
now being sold for $8.00.
Freshmen who have purchased
their fall dance series tickets are
urged to pick them up at the
CDA ticket table in the dining
hall.
During intermission Friday
night, a Rat Queen will be
chosen from dates entered by

Clemson Rats. Over fifty valuable prizes will be given away
to the winning couple.
Gifts donated by local merchants include wearing ap-;
parel, movie tickets, dinner for
two at several surrounding
restaurants, and more prizes
too numerous to mention. Rats
are now eligible to enter their
dates at the CDA ticket table in
the dining hall until 1:00 p.m. ■
Friday afternoon, September
23rd.
Gene Hill, publicity chairman
of the Central Dance Association says, "We are very pleased
with the entertainment for Rat
Hop and expect this combination of talent for both nights to
really be tremendous."
Now is the time to take advantage of the CDA's Placing
Service, which provides a limited number of accommodations in surrounding homes for
dates as long as they are available.

Picnic Sites
The YMCA is offering the
YMCA recreation area, located
just across the lake, for picnics
for students and their families
on football weekends.
The gate of the recreation
area will be open at 10:00 a.m.
on Saturday, September 24,
and will remain open for those
who want to use the facilities.
Students should make plans
to use the facilities at the earliest
possible date.
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Smalt Trivia, Et Ai
With all deference to tradition, we
do not think that news, either in peace
or war (and the latter has been predominate of late), should be limited
to the recital of overt acts. True reporting should be a great deal more
than the lightning and thunder caused
by great events. It should go deeper
into the commonplace and ordinary.
The late Heywood Broun has said,
"A newspaper at its best chronicles life,
and life is deeper and more varied than
murder, mass attack or any sort of
death in the afternoon."
The commonplace and ordinary
events have come to the fore once
again on this campus. As far as we
can determine there have been no
small animals shot, or shot at as the
case may be, this week. Nor have there
been any significant changes in senior
spring time plans. Nor have the student regulations been significantly altered in the past week. Therefore we
deemed it wise to concentrate on small
trivia, rather than the large we have
dealt in the past few weeks.
*
It is only fitting and proper that all
owners of cars on campus thank the
Physical Plant for its extreme generosity and thoughtfulness in providing a free undercoating for our cars.
This unselfish act surely signifies the
beginning of a new era at Clemson,
an era in which the Physical Plant
will emerge as the leader of a bold
new movement, the pioneer organization on campus in the brand new
field of providing service that is not
absolutely essential to the life of the
University.
We who are privileged to witness
this spectacular change in prevalent
attitudes must not sit idly by. We
must extend a helping hand to the men
: responsible for this change. We must
voice our gratitude. And, most im-

portant, we must guide them in their
thinking. Perhaps the middle of next
semester will be another appropriate
time to re-pave the roads on campus.
*
It is indeed fortunate that not only
have the last four freshman classes to
enter Clemson been the best prepared
ever, but they apparently already
have jobs waiting on them upon graduation.
We were gratified to note that only
about 150 (at the highest estimate)
attended Career Day on Tuesday.
This speaks well for the senior class
and it is particularly fine that all but
five of the 1600 freshmen have decided
on their career and are ready to enter
business.
*
With the abolishment of Senior Day,
and it can be assumed that Senior
Day has been abolished since it was
reported in The Greenville News this
week, we are somewhat perplexed trying to determine what the Senior Class
officers will do for nine months and,
more important, with one thousand
dollars.
*
The anti-lecture has arrived on the
conference scene.
Speaking to students and campus
administrators at a recent United
Campus Christian Fellowship conference on higher education, Philip
Werdell, editor of Moderator, said, "I
have been told that if I recited my
speech backwards, or if I stood silently for three minutes, you listeners
would clap just as you would if I read
what I have written."
Werdell picked up his undelivered
speech and walked off. After a few
moments of silence, listeners clapped—
just as if he read what he had written.
*
Our deepest apologies go to the Central Dance Association.

BILLY
WALKER'S

LBJ says he'll come riding
out of the 'nawth' this fall
spreading federal patronage
and dosing out "Perdenales
punch" in an attempt to swing
key elections in the Southland
and offset predicted Republican gains in the coming
Congress.
South Carolina Democrats
are cringing at the thought. A
visit by LBJ would be the'kiss
of death' to
several Democratic hopefuls
and would
give
South
C a r o Una's
growing Republican
party a golden
-opportunity to
collectively
, wipe out a
: number of Democratic stal; warts. It might even jiggle
i Governor Robert McNair's
I fence-walking act.
Senator Strom Thurmond
i could not be happier about
I the proposed excursion. His
i opponents in the Nov. 8 elecI tion, Bradley Morrah of

State Politics
Greenville, is to say the least,
a bit dismayed about the entire situation.
Whatever is said in public,
both men know there is one
key issue before the voters in
each of the national campaigns: Has the State Democratic party shown itself to be
entirely independent of the National Democratic party? Any
tinge of LBJ-meddling instate
affairs would send incumbent
Democrats packing to the
backwoods and shove the Republican party directly behind the wheel in Palmetto
state politics.
Ideally, each individual
race would be run considering
only the merits of the candidates involved. In fairness to
both Thurmond and Morrah,
no other way seems possible.
To the voter who must make
the final decision once inside
the voting booth, it should
actually be an issue of which
man has demonstrated, or will
demonstrate, the qualities and
characteristics that are most
admired by himself—the individual voter.

No In Betweens With Strom
Edgefield's Strom Thurmond, the hell-for-leather,
give 'em hell, go-to-hell Republican, has never been one ■
to mince words on any topic,
whether it be school prayer
decisions or 'muzzling' the
military.
Thurmond is a popular
man, extremely popular. He
will not be beaten easily. His
reputation as a 'man of the
people' is legendary in the
South.
Opponents
claim Thurmond is ineffective. Defenders
say his point of view reflects
the "true American way." He
is a patriot.
To many he is a symbol.
Much of his support comes
from those who first put him
in office on a write-in campaign in 1954. That speaks
well of his record.
He takes a stand, he cannot
be reprimanded for lacking
that quality. Thus, to criticize him, you must be against
his point of view on issues.
Don't reject Thurmond, any
candidate, for being an out-

The Spirit of Seventy Sick?

Rat Hits Bolt
Editor's Note: Several letters were received this week
in response to Dennis Bolt's
editorial column, "Rat's Seasonal Problems." The following letter best exemplifies the
opinion presented in the other
letters. lor The TIGERsenior
staffs opinion, see the lead editorial, "System of Rats," in
last week's TIGER.
Dear Tom,
In the last publication of
the TIGER, Dennis Boltmade
a few statements that stirred
me inside, and I'm sure you
just about came out of that
hard chair of yours, too, Tom.
Xow, Tom, you and I both
know that rat season is a longlived tradition at Clemson.
I'm sure you agree that rat
season is the only way to instill the type of school spirit
that is needed in any institution, but especially, here at
Clemson. After all, you can't
learn how to lead before you
learn to follow.

Upperclassmen, after living with thousands of boys
from one to five years, can
become quite horny and
gross. And they are going to
try to get rats to stand in
chairs, run in the lunchroom,
and yell obscene things. This
can only be expected, but mature rats are supposed to know
what's
right and what's
wrong, what's obscene and
what's not; once they distinguish these things, (the Rat
Pact contains a specific rule on
cheering) the rat doesn't have
to do such things.
As for Mr. Bolt's comments
on cheering in the cafeteria,
well,
Tom, school spirit
doesn't just come to somebody
at pep rallies and ball games.
If the rats don't yell at the
top of their lungs at supper,
then when a football game
comes, even the upperclassmen sitting beside them aren't
going to be able to hear them.
As for eating (which the upperclassmen say rats don't
have to do), I eat supper in
the cafeteria almost every
night. I cheer, and I also finish my meal, which any fast
rat can do.
Tom, you've been seeing
rats run to Dan's for only you
know how long. You've heard
their grumbles, and four years
later you've seen them get their
diploma. From what I've
heard, rats this year have it
easy—they don't have to go to
Dan's three and four times a
night, because they have scheduled nights to go. If they have
a lot of studying to do, I'm
sure that if they saw their rat
master, he could exchange
that night with another rat.
But, Tom, the upperclassmen
had to go it, and they're still
around (unfortunately).
One last thing, Tom. If
"Mother's little babies" had
not wanted the rat system,
what in the world did they
come to Clemson for? Certainly, they knew that Clemson had the rat system, and
certainly other colleges, like
U. S. C, don't have the rat
system and would accept these
people.
I think that rat season is
one thing that makes the Clemson man the gentleman he is;
the Clemson teams the great
teams that they are. And don't
give up, Tom, because there

was not the handiwork of a
'small-time' politician. He
would be at home in Washington. He is keen, sharp, a
shrewd man, an opponent to
be respected. He would certainly do a capable job, if
elected.
Much of his campaign has
been concerned with Thurmond's
ineffectiveness
in
Washington. It is Thurmond's
weak point, and Morrah will
do well to harp on it.
Who and Why and For What
Either man will serve the
state well. Each is dedicated.
Thurmond has more experience. Morrah has fewer enemies.
Thurmond's record is long,
thus subject to more criticism.
Morrah's star is rising.
But Abrams tells me Thurmond will win handily.

CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor

TIGER Gets Praise, Gripes
a football audience in the
name of school spirit.
Mr. Kaulakis makes the apparent assumption that the
dog in question was the property of a dear "small child"
instead of a mad dog or stray
cur, and goes on to paint a
picture of the "gestapo" campus cops without even attempting to produce their side of the
story. Some of the freshmen
must have gone to class last
Friday morning fully expecting to see the back of a van
fly open to expose a 50 mm
machine gun manned by two
campus cops with floppy
socks with the sole intent of
cutting him down along with
the rest of his classmates as an
escape from a "routine" Friday.
It is this type of totally irresponsible "reporting" on the
part of Mr. Kaulakis which
causes journalism to become
a bit on the yellow side. Ihope
this sort of emotional dysentery won't find its way into
the TIGER again.
I am sure that the opinions
expressed here aren't shared
by all, but if they were there
would have been no reason for
me to have written Tom.
Sincerely,
Al Montgomery
Class of '66

Bradley Morrah,
A Man To Watch
Bradley Morrah, being the
underdog, must press the attack. There will be mudslinging, there must be in a campaign of this importance. But
do not lose sight of the fact
that Morrah is an honest man,
a respected
man, a man
whose star in
South Carolina politics
has not yet
even neared
its zenith.
The things
he has been
saying will be
listened to
more closely in the coming
years. The Lancaster native, a
graduate of Duke University
Law school and a seasoned
veteran in the State Senate, is
an effective politician.
His work in winning the
Democratic
nomination
against John Bolt Culbertson

From The
HILLSIDE

LETTERS TO TOM

Dear Tom,
I would like to commend
Editor Stallworth and the
TIGER staff for a vastly improved TIGER this year. In
years past, the student publication at times became a
mere sounding board used by
the staffers to voice their petty
grievances and prejudices
without true concern for reporting the news or the sentiments of the Student Body.
It is refreshing not to have
to wade through three or four
headline articles including
thousands of words on the
CDA's upcoming Rat Hop
with
"Willy-won't-make-it"
and the "Creepers", which unfailingly, in the Association's
words, "...promises to be the
best Rat Hop yet."
The editorial page seems to
have strengthened itself also,
except for a few points. To cite
one instance, the TIGER has
reported that Senior Day has
been "banned" by an "arbitrary" decision on the part of
Dean Cox, and has published
strong
criticism
of Cox
through student opinion polls
and Letters to Tom, yet nowhere has it gone to the trouble
to let the students in on the
circumstances
and events
which influenced Dean Cox's
decision.
Perhaps
if the
TIGER were to research the
matter and present it in the
TIGER, students would then
realize that "Thane" Cox is
not so narrowminded and dictatorial after all, but operates
on a reasonable foundation.
The one blight on the otherwise exceptional edition of the
TIGER of last week (Sept. 9,
1966) is the heart-rending
"journalism" that Bob Kaulakis managed to slip in. One
hopes that when a person
writes an article he will write
on something that he is fully
aware of, especially if it is to
appear on the editorial page of
a newspaper of a Student
Body that is, hopefully, responsible, and not just a
second-hand impression of an
event which the author does
not even attempt to validate.
I'm sure Mr. Kaulakis'
article jerked a goodly number of tears from a Student
Body which produced a
strangely equivalent number
of cheers when a couple of illfated chickens had their necks
wrung good-naturedly before

spoken dissenter. He may be
right many times.

STUDENT LEADERS SPEAK

Commentary On Campus Politics
By DANNY SPEIGHTS
Student Body President
There has been a great deal
of discussion recently concerning the effectiveness of Student
Government at Clemson. In
response to the demands of the
Student Body, student leaders
are attempting to answer all
questions and attack each
problem with a positive attitude. Plans that originated in
the minds of interested students last spring have begun
to materialize and discussions
are now in progress concerning such issues as student evaluation of teachers, the price of
date tickets, and the monopoly
which the book store enjoys.
But although it is imperative that we define the rights
and responsibilities of Student Government, we have not
forgotten that Student Government is for the students,
and that our purpose in seeking to define our authority has
been to elevate ourselves to a
position from which we can
have a definite say-so in determining University policies
that directly affect the student
body. And thus, while the controversial issues have been
making the headlines, a great
deal of work has been going
on behind the scenes that has
enabled Student Government
to get off to an excellent start
in practice as well as theory.
For years the slow movement of the lines in the dining
hall has irritated students, and
Student Government acted
quickly to alleviate the problem this year. Dining hall officials were approached soon
after school began, and within
two days meal hours were extended to accommodate an increased enrollment.
The removal of the adapters
for the bunk beds brought
are thousands of rats and upperclassmen alike, who are
mature enough to look at it
in a sportsmanlike manner,
and we're behind you, Tom!
A troubled rat,
Don Xewton

loud complaints from the students who live in the barracks.
Realizing the need for bunk
beds in these tight quarters,
a member of the Cabinet approached the administration.
Adapters have now been ordered and will be distributed
free of charge.
Another inconvenience was
created when the laundrymat
began closing at 10:00 p.m.
Again Student Government investigated the situation, and
University officials stated that
the change was necessitated by
several thefts from the change
machines. A temporary compromise was reached with the
extending of hours until 12:00
p.m., and Student Government is working to see these
extended even more.
The Central Spirit Committee has been very active in
promoting school spirit since
its formation two years ago.

This committee has been promoting the Rat Season and
has big plans for "Rat Day"
which will occur the week of
the Virginia game. It also has
begun work on several projects for the televised Homecoming game with Duke.
There are many other areas
in which Student Government
is working, but the purpose of
this editorial is not to try and
impress anyone. The point is
simply this—Student Government will continue to be concerned over several major issues, but in order to be successful, we must serve the students.
Let your views be known and
ask your questions.
Unlike previous years, Student Government is not willing to accept hearsay evidence
as the final word. We are doing our best to support your
views—all we ask is your support in return.
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If you happened to be a junior in advanced
Army ROTC on the brigade staff, a committee
chairman in the Student Senate, interested in attending the South Carolina State Student Legislature, a Young Democrat, and interested in joining the Taps annual staff, you had six meetings
to attend last Monday night between the hours of
6:30 and 9:00 o'clock.
True, the above situation is improbable. But it
is not impossible, especially in these days when
average student apathy makes it possible for a
minority of ambitious students to have a finger
in every pie on campus. (But that's another story.)
At any rate, the fictitious example above serves
to illustrate a growing problem on the Clemson
campus: there are too many organizations with
too little meeting time.
Let's take a quick survey of possible meeting
times throughout the week.
Sunday night, being part of that long-awaited
phenomena known as "the Clemson weekend,"
is almost automatically out. Still some groups
(including the TIGER staff) find it necessary to
meet late Sunday night, simply because there's
no other time when the members can get together.
Monday and Tuesday nights are "open," and
the result is pandemonium. There is a madhouse
rush to secure meeting rooms and to slip into an
available time slot. Some staid institutions, such
as the Senate, have established themselves with
a traditional meeting time on these nights. Most
of the rest have to struggle to find a time suitable
to a quorum of their membership.
On Thursday night several campus fraternities
schedule their meetings. This is generally regarded
as a "bad night," however, because (1) the twohour afternoon drill for many students makes it
impossible to have an early meeting, and (2) everybody always says, "But I have four quizzes every
Friday."
And then Friday and Saturday nights are shot
too, for that's when everybody gets the heck out
of Dodge.
Wednesday. We left out Wednesday night. And
herein lies a possible solution.
The "prime time" on Wednesday nights (about
seven until eight-thirty) is presently declared "offlimits" to clubs wishing to register meetings or reserve meeting rooms.
For Wednesday night at Clemson is traditionally set aside as "church night," a time in which the
campus religious organizations (BSU, Canterbury Club, etc.) can assemble without competition from other campus outfits.
The student body at Clemson is too level-headed,
the student government is too logical, the administration is too conservative, for us to go around
screaming about "separation of church and state,"
"unconstitutional," or "a violation of the Bill of
Rights." We don't need any Madeline Murpheys
around to take the case to the High Court. But
the situation does merit a quiet, reasonable review.
There are three pertinent facts on the case: (1)
No one group of organizations on campus deserves to be set aside as "special," and thus have
meeting times restricted for them; (2) Campus
religious workers do not expect to have a closed
church night for their benefit; and (3) Although
it may be a sad commentary on the religious convictions of Clemson students or the lack of quality of some of the religious organizations (or perhaps both), attendance at the Wednesday night
church meetings is not high.
Rev. Charles A. Arrington of the Clemson Baptist Church, one of the most respected of the local
ministers (he was just this past week voted into
Blue Key as an honorary member) recalled a
meeting of the Campus Religious Workers last
year in which this topic was discussed. "I think
it's the general feeling of the local ministers that
we no longer expect a closed church night. This
was traditional in the old days of Clemson, but
now student life has become so much more complex. I believe you would find that most of the
(Continued on page 4)

TRAILING
THE
TIGER
By SAMMIE CARROS
Executive Sports Editor
Gee, but it's tough not being able to win the
ACC crown! But then it's not your fault for not
scheduling enough conference games. It's Clemson's fault for sticking to the rules which you all
made.
It seems as if it all started in 1953 when seven
schools met and decided to form the Atlantic
Coast Conference. Naturally a constitution was
drawn up and it included a provision for playing
five games beginning in 1955 to be eligible for
the championship. Everyone seemed to agree.
However by the late 1950's the conference had
grown to eight members. The schools then met at
a regular conference meeting—where amendments
can be made if desired—and did amend the rules
so that six games would be required through 1961
and then seven after that. After all, to win the ACC
crown one should play most of the teams.
Nevertheless, by 1960 the schools felt that seven
games may be too many. So at another regular
meeting an amendment was passed by the necessary two-thirds vote stating that only six games
would be required for the crown. This way one
could play most of the ACC schools and also have
an opportunity to schedule big out-of-conference
money games.
Some schools could have become greedy and
scheduled so many out of conference games that
they would find themselves ineligible in the future.
Perish the thought of our beloved ACC brothers
doing that!
The year 1962 rolled around and Virginia found
itself with only five conference games and thus ineligible for the crown. But no mention was made
of an amendment at the regular ACC meeting.
Several years passed and many dollar signs
were rung up and before one knew it the 1965
gridiron season came to an end. South Carolina
was crowned temporary co-champ with Duke's
Blue Devils. Yet several days later a newspaper
ran a story saying poor South Carolina would
not be eligible to be 1966 champions. Duke realized the same thing and North Carolina discovered they could not be crowned champs.
The new year rolled around and all was quiet.
No one thought of changing the rules. In May the
conference held its regular meeting when a twothirds majority vote would pass an amendment but
no one made a mention of changing the by-laws.
With August came an interesting event.
Coach Frank Howard suggested a vote to be
taken to allow the three ineligible teams to count
non-conference games in their quest for the title.
His reasoning was to clear up a big mess and to
prevent anyone from calling foul at the end of the
season. So the commissioner called for a vote
and the accused were allowed to vote guilty or not
guilty.
Clemson's Athletic Council met at once and voted
no to the proposal. The council consisted of seven
faculty members and two alumni. Their decision
was mailed in and received with two other schools'
votes according to the conference president's secretary. So the question arises as to how his office
could announce the tally as being 7-0. Could it
be that it was done to make the school which voted
no change to yes? If that was the intention, it did
not work.
Well, that's how you become a black sheep in the
pack—by sticking to rules that everyone agreed on.
The dollar sign is very pleasing to the eye but
Clemson manages to stay in the rules and play
enough ACC games. In factClemson will play
three conference matches in which it will receive
close to the minimum amount of money guaranteed
by the ACC.
As a side thought the three outcasts would have
scheduled in-conference games and perhaps could
have won them. Then they could have received a
bowl invitation and some of that nice green stuff.
We extend our deepest sympathies to our three
conference mates just as they must have when we reported ourselves for having too many boys on
scholarship and were fined S2500. We offer best
regards for their out-of-conference matches and
welcome them to Death Valley during the season.

BEST RECORD
SELECTION
IN TOWN
AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

HARPER'S 5 & 10
Downtown Clemson

Remember:
Harper's Sells It For Less
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Soccer Team
Scrimmage

The Tigers will be strong at
halfback with the play of Dick
Schroeder and Frank Schmidt.
The Tiger line will be led by
Mark Rubich and Bill Collins.
The ISA team will have Tigers'
regular "Turk" Ornekian at
center forward and Andy Demon of Italy at inside left.
Ibrahim Ibrahim from Palestine, David Villers of England
and Leo Serrano from Ecuador give the ISA a strong forward line for the Tigers to
stop.

Sophomores Dominate Defensive Line
By TIGEK Sports Staff
Starting at left end for the Tigers is Connie Wade, who at 220
pounds is one of the fastest
Tiger linemen. Wade switched
to end from middle linebacker
to fill the gap left when Sursavage was injured.
Rated by Coach Jones as
"fast and aggressive, Connie
has the moves to become a fine
player for us. He works hard
and is improving steadily."
Although out of the lineup
now with a sore knee, Tiger
fans are anxious to see Bit
Butch back at his familiar left
spot. The All-Conference end
from Andrews, N. C, showed
his form against the likes of
Georgia's Preston Ridlehuber,
Virginia's Bob Davis, and
Duke's Scotty Glacken.
Coach Jones says "Butch is
one of the best I've ever
coached. He's as conscientious
and hardworking a boy that
I've seen in my thirty odd years
of coaching. He doesn't mind
sticking his head in the briar-

Wade
patch, he loves to hit. You don't
find many like him and
Branton around."
Butch believes the Tigers
have the material this year to
have a good season. "Our spirit's high this year, the sophomores are coming through. We
have good boys, but a real
tough schedule. Our offense can
really move the ball, and the defense is improving every week."
Playing left tackle for the Tigers is Floyd Rogers, a 240pound senior from Clyde, X.
C. He is considered by defensive

line coach Bob Jones as "one
of the most aggressive tackles
in the conference. Floyd is doing a good job for us. He's a
hard worker and team man.'
Rogers is a quiet, seriousminded young man whom the
coaches like to work with.
Floyd said that the performance of this year's team would
depend a great deal on the enthusiasm and spirit of the student body. "When you hear all
those students cheering and
pulling for you, it just makes
you work harder."
The platoon system Clemson
uses restricts a player from
playing both ways but Floyd
doesn't mind. "I like defense
best because there's not as much
to learn with all the new formations and all. I just concentrated
on defense and the man I'll
be facing on Saturday."
Floyd thinks that this year's
team could be one of the best
seen at Tigertown, but that the
performance on the field is
what's going to count at the
end of the fourth quarter. "Some
boys will look like Ail-Americans in practice, but won't in
the game, so you can't really
tell in advance.
Backing Floyd up is Mike
Locklair, whose father also
played for Clemson. Mike is
rated by Coach Jones as an
"aggressive boy who hits hard
and has a good potential."
Flanking Floyd at right tackle is Mac McElmurray who is
described by Coach Jones as
"Mobile, agile, and hostile. He's
our smallest tackle, but probably the quickest. Mac can diagnose plays well and has great
pursuit. He and Joey can really
put a rush on the passer".
Mac believes that this years
defense is quicker than before.
"We all know what we're doing,
the attitude of the team has

changed. The boys are more
serious minded than when I was
a freshman. Coach Baker has
done a great deal to bring about
this new attitude".
Mac changed to defense after
playing offensive guard and is
glad he made the switch. "Defense is more fun, there's still
the pressure but not like the
pressure on you on offense. You
don't have to remember all
those plays, which helps you
to concentrate more on your
position."
Backing Mac up on the alternate unit is Richard Garick
who Coach Jones rates as ag-

sible. "I'm trying to get in top
shape this year and increase my
speed. My major job is not to
get double-teamed or trapped,
which is hard especially against
teams like Tech."
Joey Branton who is starting
his second year at right end
says "I chose defense because
I like it the best. They gave us
a choice and I took defense."
"Our defense started off a little
slow but we're improving every
day. Those scrimmages in the
stadium really help you out.
The films have really helped
me to correct a lot of my mistakes." "We have a tough schedule this year against some
really good teams, but I'll tell
you we're going to be tough to
beat too."
Joey believes that Clemson's
student body and school spirit
have a lot to do with the performance of the team. "When
you're out there on the field
and hear "Tiger Rag" and all
those students cheering, it really makes you feel good."

too eager to pick up some of
their new manager's drive and
hustle? Thirty games off the
pace, and playing a miserable
.350 brand of baseball, while
holding down the Xational
League cellar like lead pyramid.
What happened Leo?

***************
The Cincinnati Reds must be
one huge groan by now, astheir
old friend Frank Robinson continues his batting assault on the
American League.
Robinson, who was traded
by the Reds last winter to the
Baltimore Orioles for Milt
Pappas, is sparking the Baltimore club to a sure pennant
in 1966.
Pappas has been one of the
most disappointing pitchers in
the National League, with a
losing record and a .425 ERA.
Robinson has teamed with
Boog Powell and Brooks Robinson to create quite a nightmare for opposing pitchers.
The big slugger is now zeroing
in on baseball's Triple Crown
as the season closes this month.
Alas Redlegs, you have surely goofed.

Building Names

Xo one dared to hope that
Leo would win any pennants
for the lagging Cubs in his first
year as the king pin. But a few
faithful Cubs fans ventured a
spark of optimism that the
Xorth Side boys would at least
challenge .500 ball.

(Continued from page 1)
will be available for the use, Of
the total university."
The subject of canteen, laundry, and bookstore prices was
then raised. Cox, when askecN
what, if anything, was being
done about students complaints
Meanwhile, across the city,
on prices replied, "There are
Stanky discovered thaft the
senate appointed committees at
White Sox following expected
work on problems dealing with
the dining hall, laundry, and
him to fill the shoes of Al Lopez, and keep the stride that saw
canteen prices. Another committee is presently investigating
the Sox win 193 games in the
further student utilization of
last two seasons.
Clemson House facilities.
The White Sox have done
pretty fair this season, and as
Future plans also call for the
football steals the national
construction of a classroom
sport spotlight, Sox fans can be
building housing economics
reasonably sure that The Brat
and social sciences. According
and his boys will finish in fourth . to Wright Bryan, there is still
place, and over the .500 mark.
no financing for a student unBut where are the Cubs, Leo's
ion, but "we have greathopes."
Cubs, those boys who were all
A traditional banquet is
worthless without a traditional
question, and this one was no
exception:
ELECT
"President Edwards, do you
plan to run for public office?"
"I have never given this matter any thought. I feel at home
here as long as you students
will put up with me."

FRESHMAN CLASS

McElmurray
gressive and smart. "He'squick
and fast and is coming along
fine. He'll play a lot of ball for
us."
Mac believed that the Tigers
could have a better year than
last season if everyone plays up
to their potential.
The senior tackle prepares
himself for an upcoming game
by reading scouting reports
and getting as much rest as pos-

PRESIDENT

-

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
Phone 882-8116
Fri. - Sat. Afternoon
Sept. 16-17

"BEAU GESTE"

VOTE

STAN PEREZ

1-10 P.M. Weekdays
1-6 P.M. Saturdays

HAIR CUTS
FLAT TOPS

By KEITH LOVE
Sports Editor
One of the biggest stories in'
baseball broke last spring, just
as the 20 major league teams
were beginning spring practice.
The story? The arrival in
Chicago of two of baseball's
most controversial figures, Leo
Durocher and Eddie Stanky.
But the two hot tempered diamond men were not in the big
city for a friendly visit. As the
baseball world soon found out,
Leo and Eddie were going to
manage Chicago's two entries
in major league baseball, and
the shock caused a stampede in
the stock yards that shook the
earth under Chisolm Trail.
Durocher
and
Stanky
brought with them many memories, some good, many bad.
Memories of the too-often-tocount times when they were
thrown out of games for wising
off and making war with opposing players and umpires.
The Lip, as Leo is called,
took over the lifeless Cubs, and
the move was hailed by those
who know as good.
Stanky, alias The Brat, stepped in to the pilot position with
the White Sox, a team which
has been one of the more steady
clubs in the American League.

ALEX MILLER

BILL'S BARBER SHOP
OPEN
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Glancing About

ACC VOTE
BLIND JUSTICE?

Tomorrow at 2 p.m. on the
track field, the Clemson soccer
team will hold its first scrimmage under game conditions.
The match features the International Student Soccer Team
made up of students from several foreign countries and captained by Nat Hanano of Syria
and Uikran "Turk" Ornekian
of Turkey.

THE TIGER

$1.25
$1.50

In the TIGERETTE LAUNDRY

Technicolor
Friday 3-5-7-9
Sat. 12:30 - 4:30
Sat. Night, Mon. Tues.
Sept. 17, 19, 20

"WALK, DONT RUN'
CARY GRANT
SAMANTHA EGGA
JIM HUTTON
Show 7 - 9

FRESHMAN

Wed. - Sept. 21

"MIRAGE"
Shows 7 - 9

SENATOR

Thurs. - Sept- 22

"AGENT FROM
H.A.R.M."

Old Seneca Road

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupf!
It's completely uncalled for
Frowned upon in polite society
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well...all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little zlupf goes a long, long
way.
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

BiC Medium Point 19»

BiC Fine Point 25«

BiC's rugged pair of stick pens
wins in unending war against
ball-point skip, clog and smear!
Despite horrible punishment by mad research
scientists, BIC still writes first time, every time. And no
wonder, BIC'S "Dyamite" Ball is the hardest metal
made, encased in a solid brass nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter what devilish abuse is

devised for them by sadistic students.
Get both BICS at your campus store now. The BIC
Medium Point for lecture notes, sneak exams and
everyday use. The BIC Fine Point for really
important documents.. .like writing home for cash.

© rz

WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.
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BULLETIN BOARD
CHEM E WIVES
All wives of Chemical Engineering majors are cordially
invited to attend the drop-in
Tuesday night, September 20th
at 8:00 p.m., in the Seminar
Room of Earle Hall. .
ORGANIZATION REPORTS
Every organization is reminded that their organization
reports are due no later than
September 21, 1966.
Forms may be obtained in
the Office of Student Affairs.
The report should be returned
to the student government room
on the eighth level.
GRADUATE RINGS
Those students graduating
in May should order their rings
at L. C. Martin Drug Store
from September 15 through October 20.

Freshman Nominees
Candidates for Vice-President (above left): seated,
R. J. Melville, left, and Pope Johnson; standing,
Gary Clary, left, and Jon Giles.
For Secretary (above): seated, Darra Williamson,
left, and Rowena Sobczyk; standing, Johnny Gilden,
left, and George Graab.
For Treasurer (above right): seated, Mike
Sweeney, left, and Pat Mansfield; standing, Ralph
Hendrix, left, and John Settle.
For Senate: (left) seated, Eddie Shore and Jane
Hass; standing, (1-r), Rusty Depass, Stan Freeman,
and John Cauthen.
(right) seated, Julia Hudson and Danny Hunt;
standing, (1-r), Don Alexander, Charles Eldridge,
and Fred Worsham.
(below) seated, Johnny "Garcia" Traynham and
Marty Jones; standing, (1-r) Jim Douglas, George
Ray, and Mickey Rooney.
(below right) seated, Dana Pelletier, left, and Bill
Alverson; standing, (1-r) Kenny Agnew, Andy Cochet, and Stan Perez.

STUDY ROOMS
Study rooms in the Civil Engineering Building will be
available to all students Sunday through Friday nights, every week from 7:00 to 11:00
p.m.
Maintenance of these rooms
is a continuing service of Tau
Beta Pi, the engineering honor
fraternity.
YMCA SUPPER
The YMCA will have a supper for all students on Friday,

Letters To Tom
Dear Tom,
Some Clemson student leaders are decrying the manner in
which certain recent administrative decisions have been
made, using such terms as
high-handed, etc. In the past
I have studied and/or worked
on five college campuses and,
since joining the Clemson staff
two years ago, I have been
constantly aware of the fact
that Clemson's administration is far more concerned with
student needs, rights, and
opinions than is the case at
other colleges and universities. In fact, I don't see how
the administration could be
more responsive to its students without abdicating altogether its responsibilities to
the people of South Carolina.
I would like to suggest to
Clemson's students that they
do have an administration
which is sincerely interested in
student rights and opinions
and to remind them that the
administration often has to
give continuity to student policy.
Sincerely,
John R. Anderson
Counselor

I feel that by being treasurer of
my class I can put this desire
into motion," she commented.
John Settle, a pre-med major
from Columbia, hopes "to
carry out any of the endeavors
that the freshman class so desires. "
Mike Sweeney, also a premed major, is from Charleston, W. Va. He stated that he
wished "to uphold the standards of Clemson and fill the office to the best of his ability."
A field of 37 nominees for the
ten Freshman Senate positions
was narrowed to the specified
20 by voting of those freshmen
at the nominations meeting.
Freshmen Senate candidates
include Kenny Agnew, an E.
E. major from Greenville; Don
Alexander, a physics major
from Brunson; Bill Alverson
III, an I. M. major from Union;
John McCarley Cauthen, a Cr.
E. major from Rock Hill; and
Andy Cochet, a Pre-med major
from Charleston.
Also, Rusty DePass, a history
major from Rock Hill; Jim
Douglas, an I. M. major from
Greenwood; R. Charles Eldridge, a pre-dent. major from
Spartanburg; Stan Freeman,
a M. E. major from Greenville; and Jane Hass, an Applied Math major from Charleston.
Also Julia A. Hudson, a MedTec. major from Columbia;
Danny Hunt, an I. M. major
from Greenville; Marty Jones,
a pre-med major from Columbia; Dana G. Pelletier, a M. E.
major from Rock Hill; and StanPerez, a M. E. major from
Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic.
Also George Ray, a History
major from Clemson; Mickey
Rooney, a Pre-med major from
Columbia; Eddie Shore, an E.
E. major from York; Johnny
"Garcia: Traynham, an I. M.
major from Ware Shoals; and
G. Fred Worsham, a Pre-med
major from Charleston.

FENCING CLUB
The Clemson Fencing Club
will induct new members on
Monday, September 19, at5:00
p.m. in the YMCA.
No experience is necessary
and new members should bring
a pair of tennis shoes.
FROSH "Y" ELECTIONS
Results of the YMCA Frosh
Council elections were announced this week.
Don Newton was elected president; John Giles, vice president;
Gail Hanna, secretary; Jerry
Allan, treasurer; Dave Oliver,
reporter; and Dawn Richbourg,
chaplain.
The Freshman "Y" Council
will meet Monday, September
19, at the YMCA, at 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Harold Coolidge of the
School of Architecture will moderate a panel discussion on the
the topic "The New Morality."
Included on the panel will be
the Rev. Dick Elliot, director of
the Clemson Wesley Foundation, and Mr. Otis Nelson, associate secretary of the YMCA.

LITTLE THEATRE

'Gazebo' Announced
Clarke Plaxco, a fifth year Theater.
Architectural student, will pro- « This entertaining comedy by
duce "Gazebo," the first play Alec Coppel was first presented
of the season of the Clemson in 1958 at the Lyceum Theater
Little Theater slated for pro- in New York City, where Walduction October 27-29.
ter Slezak and Jayne Meadows
Plaxco, a native of Colum- played the lead roles. Glenn
Ford and Debbie Reynolds
bia, S. C, has been associated
starred
in the movie prowith high school drama and
Little Theater work there, in duction.
Copple is the author of Alfred
addition to his work with the
Hitchcock's
screenplay, "VertiMusic Club, the Clemson Players,
and
the Community go".
According to Dr. Jay Buxton,
president of the theater group,
"If you are in the mood for a
good mystery - comedy, "Gazebo" will fill the bill. The auth(Continued from page 2)
or wrote "Gazebo" for an evencampus religious workers are ing's entertainment, and that is
agreeable to doing away with what it will provide."
this policy."
The Student Organizations
Lost: One small gray wireand Affairs Committee of the
haired terrier, which answers to
Student Senate needs to investithe name of Fang. Lost in the
gate this situation. It would be
area of "G" Street two weeks
of significant relief to the Monago. Reward offered. Bring him
day and Tuesday meeting-time
to The TIGER office.
bog-up if some groups could reschedule their activities early
Wednesday evening.
Perhaps a Senate investigation will show that the church
night limitations do not need to
College Avenue
be lifted. Fine. But at least let's
look into the matter.

Freshman Elections
(Continued from page 1)
the balance of power from the
administration to student government." He stated, "I want to
put school decisions in the
hands of individual students by.
representing them to the best of
my ability."
Rowena Sobczyk, a pre-med
major from Clemson, is a member of the Presbyterian Student
Association. When asked about
her plans if she were elected, she
said, "I plan to keep accurate
and neat minutes and to perform all other duties of the secretary to the best of my ability."
Darra Williamson, a pre-med
major from Loris, is a freshman
cheerleader. " I am interested in
the student government of
Clemson and wish to serve my
school in some capacity," she
stated.
TREASURER
Ralph Hendrix, a chemistry
major from Columbia, plans,
if elected, to "ensure the freshman class of having a sound
financial system. I feel that by
starting on a sound financial
basis as a freshman, we will
eliminate the problems which
might occur as our class progresses."
Pat Mansfield, an education
major from Columbia, is a
member of the Freshman "Y"
council. "I want to serve Clemson in some capacity and I feel
this is the best way to begin. I
have a desire to work hard, and

September 23, at 5:30 p.m. at
the "Y" Recreation area.
Tickets will be sold in the
dining hall during the noon
and evening meals Monday,
September 19, through Thursday, September 22, at a cost
of $.75 per person and $1.25
per couple.

Hillside

JUDGE KELLER

Rat Auction
Rat Auction Day will be Wednesday. The Central Spirit
Committee will sell "slack rats",
both boys and girls, to upperclassmen at 4:30 and the rats
will work from then until midnight for their "owners."
The freshmen to be auctioned will be determined by a rat
quiz given by the rat masters
on Sunday. Freshmen will have
until noon Tuesday to complete
the quiz and those failing it
will be summoned to the
auction.

ROBERT WHITNEY
FOR
FRESHMAN

PRESIDENT

JIM CARTER'S BARBER SHOP
HAIR CUTS
FLAT TOPS

-

Two Barbers to Serve You on Tuesdays
and Thursdays
Next Door to TIGERETTE LAUNDRY
Plenty of Free Parking

SEE OUR NICE SELECTION
SPIEDEL - JACOBY BENDER - GEMEX
ALSO
Cameo, Scarab and Onyx for the Co-ed
AT

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"

Your Walgreen Agency in
Downtown Clemson

Headquarters for
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

ITALIAN
FULL-FASHIONED

t LAMBSWOOL
PULLOVER

SPECIALTIES
and
AMERICAN FAVORITES
123 By-Pass
FORMERLY BOLTON'S

and

PANTS
High Quality - Low Price

Swingline
e

PuzZL M£NTs
[1] How far
can a dog
run into
the woods?
nswers below)

[2] A storekeeper
had 17 TOT Staplers.
All but 3 were sold.
How many did
he have left?

Clemson Theatre
THURS., FRI. & SAT.
SEPT. 15-17
CARL REINER
JONATHAN WINTERS
EVA MARIE SAINT
PAUL FORD

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

— in —

"The Russians
Are Coming"

This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

Your (fiexaa) Store

— IN COLOR —
SUN. & MON.
SEPT. 18-19
MARCELLO
MASTROIANNI
URSULA ANDRESS
— in —

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

Get a high paying job in sales, distribution or
market research right on your own campus.
Become a campus representative for over forty
magazines, American Airlines, Operation
Match, etc. and earn big part-time money doing interesting work. Apply right away! Collegiate Marketing, Dept. H, 27 E. 22 St., New
York, N. Y. 10010.

SCOTTY'S, INC.

$1.25
$1.50

OPEN 8-6 WEEK DAYS

Have you noticed your
Watch Band lately?

•as-

HIGH INCOME JOBS ON CAMPUS

COATS

'The 10th Victim'
— IN COLOR —
TUES. & WED.
SEPT. 20-21
LAURENCE HARVEY
JULIE CHRISTIE
DIRK BOGARDE
— in —

"Darling"

Thane styles this classic
pullover with a youthful
dash of action and
smartness. Thesoft,
luxurious lambswool is
superbly comfortable.
Hand washable. Guaranteed mothproof. Sizes
S-M-L-XL You'll want
more than one when you
see the great colors!
only 14.95
waiters & hiliman
campus shop
downtown clemson

OVER
HALF A CENTURY
OF TRADITIONAL
SERVICE TO CLEMSON
- WITH A ME -

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

J^toi>nq£**UL! INC.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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